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Lines for 
a Market 
Crisis
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What To Do After 
a Crisis Hits

Identifying Pre-Conditions
For a Crisis

https://www.amazon.com/Second-Leg-Down-Strategies-Profiting/dp/B074RBZ8HQ
https://www.amazon.com/Second-Leg-Down-Strategies-Profiting/dp/B074RBZ8HQ
https://www.amazon.com/Second-Leg-Down-Strategies-Profiting/dp/B074RBZ8HQ
https://www.amazon.com/Second-Leg-Down-Strategies-Profiting/dp/B074RBZ8HQ


Equity
Indices

Harder to Trade from a
Fundamental Perspective 04



The graph takes the absolute value of
the return from yesterday’s close to
today’s open and the absolute value of
the return from today’s open to today’s
close

It then calculates the ratio of today’s
open to close return (absolute value) 
to the sum of the two terms above

Clearly, more is going on overnight
than previously

The effect seems particularly dramatic
during crisis and post-crisis periods,
dominated by Central Bank
interventions and synchronized selling
across major economies
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Default
Market Maker
Positioning
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Institutional demand for “collar” type
structures on equity indices

Harvest income by selling calls,
protect capital with downside puts

Self-financing requires further OTM
puts than calls

Market makers take other side of
position

Need to rebalance hedges aggressively
near convex, high “gamma” zones
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MMs short gamma, hedging is destabilizing MMs long gamma, hedging
 compresses volatility



GEX as 
Short-Term
Vol Predictor
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February 27, 2020

Data: www.squeezemetrics.com
Yahoo! Finance

At close of each trading day, multiply
gamma at each strike by open interest
at the strike

Sum of these terms generates the GEX
index

GEX high and positive: MMs stabilize
price action

Negative GEX: MM delta hedging
exaggerates up and down moves
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December 17, 2018



2 Factor
Regression
Results
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Data: www.squeezemetrics.com
Yahoo! Finance

Graph predicts 5 day
forward realized S&P
volatility with 2 factor
regression against 1
month trailing S&P
volatility and GEX

GEX and S&P trend are
correlated, so factors
are not independent

However, GEX
significantly improves
explanatory power
over trailing 9 year
horizon
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Volatility
Control
Funds

Analogy with 
Portfolio Insurance 

Strategy
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Heavy selling required as S&P drops
and more directly, realized volatility spikes

Data: www.squeezemetrics.com
Yahoo! Finance

Volatility control funds   have been
increasingly popular to pensions and
insurance companies over time

Historically, they appear to offer
relatively high quality returns when
applied to equity indices

As we’ll see, trend followers have
increasingly applied risk budgeting
techniques to their strategies

However, vol control can be highly
destabilizing to the market, amplifying
selling pressure during liquidations
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CTAs
Risk Budgeting Reduces

Protection During 
Extreme Market Conditions
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Data: www.squeezemetrics.com
Yahoo! Finance

Volatility sizing can improve performance for
equity indices and other risky asset classes

However, it reduces the positive skewness
(i.e. the probability of large positive return
surprises) of trend following returns in
commodities

This can dampen the contribution of CTAs
during periods of extreme volatility with a
directional trend

CTAs should be a staple part of the
institutional investor's portfolio;   proper
portfolio construction and understanding the
CTAs role in the portfolio over the long run is
nuanced and critically important.
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These materials are for discussion purposes only. While care was taken in creating this
document, it is possible that there are errors; these may potentially include, but are not
limited to: incorrect data from internal or external sources, and model risk. This document
should not be construed as advice. This document does not constitute an offer to sell any
securities or an offer to purchase any securities. Please note that Bodhi Research Group
does not sell any investments or do any trading whatsoever. Bodhi Research Group does
not do any third-party marketing. Bodhi Research Group is focused on research and
education. Alternative Investments, including managed futures and hedge funds, involve
substantial risk of loss and are not suitable for all investors. If investing in alternative
investments, one should understand the risks and invoke the services of appropriate legal
and tax experts. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. One
should be very careful and prudent in decision making. The information contained herein
is confidential and may not be reproduced or transferred, in whole or in part, to any other
party without the express written consent of Bodhi Research Group. Be well and do well.
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